Glycoconjugates from parasitic helminths: structure diversity and immunobiological implications.
We have provided an account of the progress we and others have made over the last decade on the structural characterization of glycans from parasitic helminths. We hope to have illustrated a few principles and patterns governing helminth glycosylation, as well as the experimental approaches adopted and their associated strengths and limitations. Schistosomes remain the best studied systems but are still punctuated with gaps of knowledge. An important theme developed here is the regulated developmental stage-specific expression of various glycan epitopes and their interplay with immediate host environments for successful parasitism. It is anticipated that more novel or unusual structures will continuously be uncovered in the future and that despite many difficulties, current analytical techniques should be well up to meet the challenge in at least elucidating the major or key glycoconjugates from each of the diverse range of worms. The bottle neck will in fact reside in finding suitable experimental models to test their putative immunobiological functions from which the intricate host-parasite interactions can be delineated and rational vaccine design be achieved. The glycobiology of parasitic helminths is an area waiting to be more fully explored and the rewards should be sweet.